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					Thank you for visiting the DHB Bank website

					
						
We use cookies (Full, Personal, Basic) to ensure the proper functioning of our website and to gain information for improving the usability of our website. By clicking "Accept All" below, you agree to use full cookies. Or you can change the settings with "Change Preferences".


					
				

				
					Cookie Preferences

					
						
We use cookies to ensure the proper functioning of our website and to gain information for improving the usability of our website. There are 3 levels of cookies. We ask you to make a choice for the desired level by you.

 

In the Overview of our Cookies (in PDF) you can read more about which cookies we use and for what reason. In our Data Privacy Statement (in PDF) you can read more on how we process and secure the data that we have from you.



Choose the desired level of cookies below. You can of course change your choice anytime.
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										For internet banking, analysis, and personal DHB Bank offers on websites of DHB and other parties within and outside Europe. For example, Google.
	You can change your preferred cookies settings any time. You can also use the browser settings to control the cookies. Please read the Overview of our Cookies (in PDF) for more information about the cookies we use.
	We use Google Analytics to collect visitor statistics to further improve our site. A data processing agreement with Google has been signed.
	Your IP address is anonymized before being used in Google Analytics.
	If you prefer to block the Analytics script completely, you can download an opt-out plug-in for Google Analytics here. With this plugin your visit to any website using Google Analyitcs will no longer counts in the statistics.
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										Personal cookies are analytical cookies to enhance our website to serve you better.
	You can change your preferred cookies settings any time. You can also use the browser settings to control the cookies. Please read the Overview of our Cookies (in PDF) for more information about the cookies we use.
	We use Google Analytics to collect visitor statistics to further improve our site. A data processing agreement with Google has been signed.
	Your IP address is anonymized before being used in Google Analytics.
	If you prefer to block the Analytics script completely, you can download an opt-out plug-in for Google Analytics here. With this plugin your visit to any website using Google Analyitcs will no longer counts in the statistics.
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										These cookies are necessary for the proper functioning of the website.
	These cookies are necessary for the communication between you and our systems via the electronic network. Please read the Overview of our Cookies (in PDF) for more information.
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                Since 1992, we've been on a journey of growth alongside our valued individual and corporate customers.
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